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Abstract

Many atmospheric river detectors (ARDTs) have been developed over the past few decades to capture atmospheric rivers (ARs).

However, different ARDTs have been observed to capture different frequencies, shapes and sizes of ARs. Due to this, many

questions including investigating the underlying phenomena for ARs in the ARDTs have been posed. In this paper, we assess

four different ARDTs and investigate the underlying meteorological phenomena during landfalling ARs. We find that during

landfalling ARs events, there exists a prevalent low-pressure and high-pressure confluence that enhances moisture influx toward

the landfalling site. The strength of the pressure gradient in the confluence region enhances the influx of the integrated vapor

transport. The four ARDTs predominantly capture similar atmospheric processes, nonetheless, they have statistically different

magnitudes.
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Key Points:7

• The four ARDTs assessed predominantly capture similar atmospheric processes,8

however, with statistically significant difference in magnitudes.9

• Landfalling ARs have a prevalent low-pressure and high-pressure confluence that10

enhance moisture influx toward the AR landfalling site.11

• During consensus times, IVTs are higher as compared to non-consensus times.12
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Abstract13

Many atmospheric river detectors (ARDTs) have been developed over the past few decades14

to capture atmospheric rivers (ARs). However, different ARDTs have been observed to15

capture different frequencies, shapes and sizes of ARs. Due to this, many questions in-16

cluding investigating the underlying phenomena for ARs in the ARDTs have been posed.17

In this paper, we assess four different ARDTs and investigate the underlying meteoro-18

logical phenomena during landfalling ARs. We find that during landfalling ARs events,19

there exists a prevalent low-pressure and high-pressure confluence that enhances mois-20

ture influx toward the landfalling site. The strength of the pressure gradient in the con-21

fluence region enhances the influx of the integrated vapor transport. The four ARDTs22

predominantly capture similar atmospheric processes, nonetheless, they have statistically23

different magnitudes.24

Plain Language Summary25

Atmospheric rivers (ARs) are an atmospheric phenomena that is responsible for trans-26

porting water vapor from the warm tropics to the cold polar regions. As they transport,27

they rain out the transported water vapor. Due to their influence on precipitation, re-28

searchers have developed different methods in tracking them. In an attempt to track them,29

it is observed that the different AR identification methods capture different frequencies30

and sizes during AR propagation and landfall. These differences have raised questions31

concerning the prevailing meteorological phenomena during ARs. In this paper, we as-32

sess four ARDTs during landfalling AR events and investigate their prevailing meteo-33

rological phenomena. We find that all four ARDTs predominantly capture similar me-34

teorological phenomena, however, with statistically different magnitudes.35

1 Introduction36

Atmospheric rivers (ARs) are a type of weather phenomenon that is important for mov-37

ing water from the warm, moist tropics to the cool dry polar regions (Zhu & Newell, 1998;38

Guan et al., 2010; M. Dettinger, 2011; F. M. Ralph & Dettinger, 2011; O’Brien et al.,39

2020). ARs are associated with storm tracks and result in extreme winds, and substan-40

tial amounts of precipitation which result in floods and large snow packs (M. D. Det-41

tinger, 2013; M. Dettinger, 2011; Neiman et al., 2008; F. M. Ralph & Dettinger, 2011;42

Payne & Magnusdottir, 2014; Guan et al., 2010). The literature shows that about 40%43

of high precipitation events on the west Indian coast (Dhana Laskhmi & Satyanarayana,44

2020) and ∼70% of heavy precipitation events over South Africa (Blamey et al., 2018)45

are associated with ARs. Over the Western U.S. and other water-stressed areas, weak46

ARs produce beneficial rain and snow that is an important source of freshwater (Guan47

et al., 2010; M. Dettinger, 2011; Rutz & Steenburgh, 2012; Kunkel & Champion, 2019)48

and may be a relief for drought conditions in some regions (M. D. Dettinger, 2013). Over49

the west coast of North America, studies have shown that ARs contribute to precipita-50

tion as much as 15 to 35% over southern California and about 25 to 60% over coastal51

Washington (M. Dettinger, 2011; Rutz et al., 2014; Guan & Waliser, 2015). In summary,52

ARs contribute about 50% of the total annual precipitation over North America (Gershunov53

et al., 2019). Although these AR-induced precipitations sometimes alleviate water stress54

over the region, some of these precipitation events have led to extreme precipitation events.55

(Lamjiri et al., 2017; Barth et al., 2017). In the western United States of America (USA),56

it is projected that the number of AR-induced extreme precipitation events may increase57

whereas the overall frequency of non-AR-related precipitation may decrease (Lavers &58

Villarini, 2015; Williams et al., 2020). Although all other AR-prone regions in the world59

are not spared of these AR-induced extreme events, this work focuses on AR events in60

the northern Pacific basin due to the well-documented impacts once they make landfall61

over the region (Payne & Magnusdottir, 2014; F. M. Ralph et al., 2019).62
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Although the literature shows a clear association between ARs and extreme precipita-63

tion events (Barth et al., 2017; F. M. Ralph et al., 2019), recent studies have started as-64

sociating ARs with extreme heat events. Such events include the summer heat wave event65

over the northwestern coast of North America in 2021 (Mo et al., 2022). In this event,66

there were record-breaking temperatures of about 46 oC. This resulted in heat strokes67

and other heat-related diseases in the region (Mo et al., 2022). Also, an extreme high-68

temperature event recorded over coastal East Antarctica in 1989 has recently been at-69

tributed to AR influx into the region (Turner et al., 2022). Turner et al. (2022) show in70

their findings that “Sustained horizontal warm advection toward the coast of East Antarc-71

tic via an atmospheric river led to the marked warming”.72

The effects associated with ARs have led to a large amount of research on AR frequency,73

intensity, variability, and change (M. Dettinger, 2011; Mundhenk et al., 2016; Lavers &74

Villarini, 2015); others have investigated AR morphology and other aspects of AR evo-75

lution including size, water content, windiness, et cetera (Payne & Magnusdottir, 2015,76

2016; Doiteau et al., 2021). Other research has investigated the correlations between sig-77

natures of ARs and climate model indices (like El- Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)78

and Madden-Julian Oscillation(MJO)) and observed that ENSO modulates the latitude79

of landfalling ARs. Also, most landfalling AR dates occur during El Niño. The MJO is80

shown to modulate the intensity of landfalling ARs, as well as precipitation totals(Payne81

& Magnusdottir, 2014). Payne and Magnusdottir (2014); Neiman et al. (2008) have also82

investigated AR dynamics and have shown that during ARs there is a synoptic scale low83

pressure on the northwestern side and a high pressure on the southeastern side of the84

region of intense IVT characterized as the AR. Also, ARs have been associated with frontal85

boundaries; both oceanic and atmospheric fronts (Xiong & Ren, 2021; Neiman et al., 2008).86

Other research suggests that some ARs form in association with the warm conveyor belt87

of extratropical cyclones and they may not necessarily be associated with just one cy-88

clone but can span the lifetimes of multiple cyclones (Payne & Magnusdottir, 2014). Ryoo89

et al. (2013) found that moisture transport in ARs is somewhat modulated by the sub-90

tropical jet and also the location of the Rossby wave breaking along the west coast of91

North America. In an attempt to understand AR morphology, Payne and Magnusdot-92

tir (2014) have also shown that ARs have an association with Rossby waves. Their find-93

ings also conclude that ARs are modulated by the influence of the tropical on the ex-94

tratropical but their variability is more strongly tied to extratropical dynamics than trop-95

ical dynamics. The co-occurrence of ARs with other phenomena such as Pacific Decadal96

Oscillation (PDO) (Gershunov et al., 2017) and Arctic Multidecadal Oscillations (AMO)97

(Zhang et al., 2021) have been investigated in the literature. One understudied phase98

of these experiments to understand ARs is that most of the various planetary scale phe-99

nomena research was conducted using one ARDT, therefore suggesting that we should100

consider an ensemble of ARDTs to investigate if these findings are true for all ARDTs.101

Studies over the years have looked at different methods to categorize, track, and count102

the number of ARs in the atmosphere at any given time (O’Brien et al., 2020; Inda-Dı́az103

et al., 2021; Guan & Waliser, 2015; Lavers et al., 2012). From region to region, the avail-104

ability of water vapor, wind speeds and direction, geopotential height, jet stream loca-105

tion and phase speeds, vertical profile, and many other meteorological variables may play106

a substantial role in the genesis, evolution, transport, landfall, and breaking of the AR107

(F. Ralph et al., 2013; F. M. Ralph et al., 2004; Bao et al., 2006; Jankov et al., 2009; Guan108

& Waliser, 2015). Scientists have developed different metrics or algorithms for charac-109

terizing ARs using these meteorological variables. Basically, most atmospheric river de-110

tectors (ARDTs) are a set of algorithms that set a threshold on the spatial extent and111

water vapor transport in the troposphere and call them atmospheric river objects. Due112

to the vast number of ARDTs being developed, the Atmospheric Rivers Tracking Method113

Intercomparison Project was started with the aim of collating and investigating the ex-114

perimental designs of various AR algorithms (Rutz et al., 2019a).115
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Since the inception of ARTMIP, many ARDTs have been collated and implemented on116

a specific common dataset for a defined period of time. The ARTMIP project comprises117

two phases (i.e, Tier 1 which uses the Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research118

and Applications (MERRA - 2) as a baseline for comparisons, and Tier 2 which includes119

sensitivity studies designed around specific scientific questions (C. A. Shields et al., 2018;120

O’Brien et al., 2020). Although all these ARDTs use similar datasets, they have differ-121

ent levels of “permissiveness” as to what should be characterized as an AR. This per-122

missiveness leads to differences in their AR frequencies, intensities, duration, and attri-123

bution of high-impact weather and climate events to ARs (C. A. Shields et al., 2018; Lora124

et al., 2020).125

More often than not, AR detection studies use either the integrated water vapor (IWV)126

like Goldenson et al. (2018); Hagos et al. (2015); Kashinath et al. (2021) or the integrated127

vapor transport (IVT) like Leung and Qian (2009); Lora et al. (2017); Mahoney et al.128

(2016) and many others. These variables (IVT and IWV) over the years have been as-129

sessed to know which of them gives a better characteristic for AR detection and attri-130

bution. Junker et al. (2008) and F. Ralph et al. (2013) in their work show that IVT is131

more strongly correlated with cool season precipitation as compared to IWV. IVT also132

penetrates further inland and is spatially co-located with regions of precipitation more133

than IWV. Due to the difference in variable preference and thresholding values for these134

variables (i.e., IVT and IWV), ARDTs capture different frequencies, intensities, and struc-135

tures of ARs. Therefore some researchers clearly state their preference to use IVT as op-136

posed to IWV (Nayak et al., 2014; Rutz et al., 2014).137

Aside from the disparities in IVT or IWV selection and preference based on specific sce-138

narios, the basic idea for AR detection is the use of IVT or IWV thresholds. Some stud-139

ies either use an absolute categorization method – a specific threshold is set for all in-140

stances – or a relative categorization method – the threshold changes based on an event.141

Other ARDTs also use tracking algorithms. In these tracking algorithms, a Lagrangian-142

style detection is used, where ARs are considered as objects being tracked. For instance143

Lavers et al. (2012) use the median IWV percentile as the threshold for categorizing ARs144

over western Europe, Kashinath et al. (2021) use machine learning based on segmenta-145

tion, trained on 500 expert labeled images to track AR associated extreme events. Lora146

et al. (2017) use Integrated Vapor Transport that is 100 kgm−1s−1 above climatolog-147

ical area means for North Pacific as a criterion for categorizing ARs. These and many148

other ways have been used to categorize ARs in literature. Although IVT and IWV are149

the main components of detecting ARs, there are other atmospheric parameters that are150

sometimes coupled with these two due to their supposed influence on the detection al-151

gorithms. In Lora et al. (2017) winds and precipitation are included in their detection152

of ARs. Many of these differences in literature lead to the question: Do all ARDTs ob-153

serve similar weather phenomena when they detect ARs?154

The methods for detecting ARs have proved to be fundamentally consistent with each155

other on what we “normally” classify as an AR (C. A. Shields et al., 2023), however, ARDTs156

capture these AR objects in different frequencies, intensities, shapes, and sizes (Inda-Dı́az157

et al., 2021; C. A. Shields et al., 2018; Rutz et al., 2019b). In this work, we investigate158

the underlying meteorological phenomena that govern a specific set of ARDTs and hy-159

pothesis that different ARDTs capture different meteorological phenomena during AR160

landfall. This hypothesis stems from evidence that different ARDTs capture different161

frequencies (C. A. Shields et al., 2018) of ARs and, as such, may have different weather162

conditions during AR detection for any given ARDT. Also, the intensity of these cap-163

tured ARs would depend on the weather preceding the AR. Therefore, this work seeks164

to characterize the meteorological phenomena associated with four commonly used ARDTs165

and investigate the meteorological phenomena associated with the intensity and frequency166

of the occurrence of the ARs in the specific ARDT over the west coast of the United States.167
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2 Method168

In this work we attempt to identify different weather phenomena that are associated with169

different ARDTs. In so doing, we use specific AR-related variables like potential vortic-170

ity, total column of water vapor, IVT, geopotential heights, temperature, and mean sea171

level pressure. These variables are selected due to their suggested influence on moisture172

transport and general atmospheric circulation (T.-J. Zhou & Yu, 2005; Bao et al., 2006;173

Kim et al., 2019). We focus on the December-February (DJF) period. Climatologically,174

over the west coast of the US, the impacts of ARs that make landfall along the area are175

mostly within this period (Neiman et al., 2008; Payne & Magnusdottir, 2014; F. Ralph176

et al., 2013; Mundhenk et al., 2016).177

2.0.1 Consensus Times (CT) and Non-consensus Times (NCT)178

Figure 1. Map of the west coast of the United States of America. The red box represents the

landfalling AR region selected to show consensus.

To independently select land falling ARs that are representative of the various algorithms,179

a region which is well impacted by ARs (M. Dettinger, 2011; Neiman et al., 2008), is se-180
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lected along the west coast of the Continental United States (CONUS), and the frequency181

of landfalling ARs over the region (red box in Figure 1) are captured. Consensus times182

(CT), which are times where all ARDTs captured ARs are grouped apart from non-consensus183

times (NCT). By definition, these consensus times have the same phenomena for all al-184

gorithms under study since the meteorology at those timesteps is from the same datasets.185

NCTs are days that do not coincide in all four ARDTs. This means there is a proba-186

bility of some days being alike in 2 or 3 algorithms however, they are not recognized as187

CT days because they do not meet the criteria of consensus (that is, all 4 algorithms must188

capture that time).189

2.0.2 Anomaly190

Anomalies (deviations from the climatology) are computed for the NCT ARs using the191

climatologies from the DJF season since the focus of ARs in this study is in that sea-192

son. To compute the climatology, the DJF season (winter) for the entire temporal regime193

is selected and the mean is computed using this sample. Spatial anomalies show the mag-194

nitude of change of a variable from its climatology at a data point. This is computed as195

V̄ =
1

M

J∑
i

Xi {where Xi ∈ NCTs or CTs} (1)

V̄ y =
1

N

J∑
i

Yj {where Yj ∈ DJF in every year} (2)

Vanom = V̄ − V̄ y (3)

where V̄ is the average CT or NCTs captured in an ARDT and V̄ y is the clima-196

tological mean of DJFs every year.197

2.0.3 Bootstrapping198

To test the significance of the anomaly, bootstrapping is used to test the null hypoth-199

esis that all ARDTs capture ARs under the same meteorological phenomena and mag-200

nitude. If the null hypothesis is false, then differences in meteorological composites be-201

tween two ARDTs should be statistically different from zero. We use a bootstrapping202

procedure, described in the next paragraph, to estimate the distribution of differences203

between NCT composites for each grid cell.204

To formulate this bootstrapping test, we do the following. We randomly sample with re-205

placement all timesteps in the datasets and compute the mean over time for every boot-206

strap sample. We repeat this random sampling process for 1000 bootstrap samples. These207

samples are concatenated into one dataset. The bias between the bootstrap (∆ = Xb
1−208

Xb
2, where Xb

1 and Xb
2 represents bootstrapped datasets and ∆ is the difference between209

2 datasets ) samples for the algorithms is computed. This bias, if centered around 0 shows210

that the results between 2 specific algorithms are not statistically different for a specific211

atmospheric variable. However, if the bias between the samples is different from 0, then212

we use the student’s t-test as the test for significance. This process is repeated for all213

variables and all gridcells to check the statistical significance of the phenomena being214

observed.215

3 Data216

We mostly use the ARTMIP database for obtaining the various ARDTs. In this cata-217

log, AR detection algorithms were run using the same dataset for the derived variables,218

IWV and IVT from Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications219
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(MERRA-2)(Gelaro et al., 2017). We consider the Tier 1 ARTMIP data catalog from220

1980 to 2017 (C. A. Shields et al., 2018). Prior to ARTMIP, most AR algorithms used221

different datasets and were for specific regions, however, in ARTMIP Tier 1, the same222

datasets were used and also some algorithms were run for the entire globe (C. A. Shields223

et al., 2018). The ARTMIP catalog contains ARDTs computed on 3-hourly timescales224

and each grid point is tagged using binary indicators (0 for no AR presence and 1 for225

AR presence) (C. A. Shields et al., 2018). The catalog for the datasets can be found in226

C. Shields (2019).227

Here, we focus mainly on 4 algorithms submitted to the ARTMIP Tier 1, that is, the228

Guan & Waliser (Guan & Waliser, 2015), Mundhenk v2 (Mundhenk et al., 2016), TECA229

BARD v1 (O’Brien et al., 2020) and the Reid250 (Reid et al., 2020) algorithms. These230

specific algorithms were chosen because they are all computed using the same variable231

(i.e., IVT, which inculcates the direction of flow in its calculation unlike the IWV which232

is the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere at a specific time) and most importantly,233

they cover the 3 major categories of ARDTs previously discussed: relative, absolute, and234

percentile-time detection.235

To account for the meteorology associated with ARDTs, we consider the European Cen-236

tre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast’s (ECMWF) Reanalysis 5 (ERA5) dataset. We237

select a few of the variables which include the total column of water vapor (TCWV), IVT,238

mean sea level pressure (MSL), potential vorticity at 500 hPa (PV), geopotential heights239

at 500 hPa (GEOPTH) and 500 hPa temperature. These variables are selected based240

on their ability to detect most synoptic scale features that are associated with precip-241

itable water, its transport, and the meteorology that occur during their existence (T.-242

J. Zhou & Yu, 2005; Bao et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2019). These quantities have proven243

to be representative of mid-latitude dynamics and are generally used in mid-latitude stud-244

ies and textbooks (Bluestein, 1992; McIntyre, 2003). Also, past research hints at their245

importance for mid-latitudinal atmospheric transport (McIntyre, 2003). The ERA5 dataset246

has a spatial resolution of 0.25o×0.25o and a temporal resolution of 1 hour with 37 lev-247

els for atmospheric variables with levels. The entire duration of data considered in this248

study is from 1979 to 2017 (Hersbach et al., 2020).249

4 Results250

The results show that there are differences between ARDTs during CTs and NCTs (Ta-251

ble 1). Table 1 shows that TECA BARD v1 (Guan & Waliser) is the most restrictive252

(permissive) ARDT among the four. TECA BARD v1 (Guan & Waliser) has the least253

(highest) fraction of AR counts particular to it. These differences in frequencies are con-254

sistent with C. A. Shields et al. (2018) which reflects that there are differences in AR255

frequencies across ARDTs. Unique times where ARs are captured separately from any256

other ARDT show that TECA BARD is the ARDT in the least disagreement with all257

other ARDTs on what describes an AR. Guan & Waliser is the algorithm with the high-258

est disagreement as compared to other ARDTs. The spatial distribution of these frequen-259

cies can be seen in supplemental figures (SA1 and SA2).260

We investigate some atmospheric variables to observe the spatial orientation of mete-261

orology associated with the CTs of ARs. For CTs, Figures 2 (a) and (b) shows that in262

CTs there are large positive IVT anomalies (∼ > 300 kgm−2s−2), positive TCWV anoma-263

lies with the highest of ∼ 10 kgm−2, and generally warm 500 hP temperature anoma-264

lies (∼ 4K) anomalies along the landfall region. This orientation of column variables is265

coupled with a low-pressure anomaly along the Aleutian low and a 500 hPa trough in266

the geopotential height. The atmospheric orientation shows a strong temperature gra-267

dient which has its low superimposed on the low-pressure anomaly over the Pacific North-268

west (PNW) and the high-temperature anomaly over land.269
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TECA BARD v1 Guan & Waliser Mundhenk v3 Reid 250

Consensus times
(CTs)

279 (42.86%) 279 (9.95%) 279 (21.54%) 279 (21.68%)

Non-consensus
times (NCTs)

379 (57.14%) 2526 (90.05%) 1016 (78.46%) 1008 (78.32%)

Total number of
ARs

658 2805 1295 1287

Unique ARs 9 (1.38%) 1170 (41.71%) 34 (2.63 %) 88 (6.84%)

Table 1. Table showing the algorithms and the number of consensuses, Non-consensus, and

unique ARs and their percentages with respect to the total number of ARs captured in an

ARDT. Text in red represents the most restrictive (Consensus times) and most permissive (Non-

consensus times).

Figure 2. DJF Consensus times composites for atmospheric variables; IVT (grey, white, and

red shading), MSL (magenta, grey, and dark red solid line), TCWV (blue dots) panel (a) and

500 hPa Potential Vorticity (grey, white, and red shading) 500 hPa temperature (blue white

red dashed dot line) and 500 hP geopotential heights (magenta, grey, brown solid line) (b) [Red

square represents the AR region]

Comparatively, the anomalies in the NCTs (Figure 4 and 3) are of smaller magnitudes270

as compared to the CTs (Figure 2). This suggests that all ARDTs are able to capture271

AR frequencies that have pronounced atmospheric conditions. In other words, the more272

extreme an AR is, the higher the possibility that an ARDT may capture it.273

The ARDTs show different orientations of IVT along the landfall region (Figure 3). Un-274

like all other ARDTs, TECA BARD v1 shows a more westerly flow of moisture. All ARDTs275

except TECA BARD v1 have a cut-off of IVT anomaly right around the 0 hPa surface276

pressure anomaly. TECA BARD v1 ARDT tends to capture more IVT within the AR277

column as compared to the other ARDTs. Over the 500 hPa level (Figure 4), the Guan278

& Waliser ARDT shows a cooler mid-column of IVT. The Reid 250 ARDT has the warmest279

mid-tropospheric column of ARs. Although the mid-troposphere for Reid 250 is warm,280

the highest warmth (∼ 4K) is located about 5o east from the landfalling region and also281

further dissociated from the column of high IVT anomaly. TECA BARD however has282

the most elongated column of positive temperature anomaly. This is consistent with the283

results from Mo et al. (2022) who suggest that ARs are associated with tropospheric heat-284

ing. TECA BARD v1 is observed to have an entirely warm column of IVT over the land-285

fall region and over the region of intense IVT anomaly (the AR column). The result from286
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TECA BARD v1 compares well with CT’s atmospheric patterns. This warm layer in TECA BARD287

v1 is accompanied by positive 500 hPa height anomalies that are not observed in any288

of the ARDTs. The surface low-pressure anomaly (Figure 3) located on the Northwest289

of the landfall region for all ARDTs shows a corresponding upper-level (500 hPa) neg-290

ative geopotential anomaly (Figure 4) in all ARDT.291

Figure 3. DJF Non-consensus times composites for atmospheric variables; IVT (grey, white,

and red shading), MSL (magenta, grey, and dark red solid line), TCWV (blue dots) [Red square

represents the AR region]

Over the landfalling region, we assess the difference in magnitudes of composites in Fig-292

ure 5. Values of IVT and TCWV for TECA BARD v1 are higher at the landfall site as293

compared to all other ARDTs, hence, the positive displacement of the PDF for any ARDT294

and TECA BARD v1 difference. PV differences show that for all ARDTs, there is sub-295

stantial instability which is observed in the positive PV anomalies. This implies there296

is expansion in the air column (warmth) and potential for rotation along the landfall re-297

gion. TECA BARD v1 tends to have the highest instability and rotation in the PV field.298

At the 500 hPa heights (Z plots), TECA BARD v1 which has the warmest area within299

the landfall region also has the highest heights when compared with all other ARDTs.300

The differences in the various magnitudes of composites for the ARDTs suggest that the301

differences are statistically significant for each ARDT. Figure 6 shows the significance302

plot for IVT between the ARDTs as the shading and the significance at 90%, 95%, and303

99% levels. Over AR and landfalling region, there are statistically significant differences304

between all ARDTs. These differences are more pronounced in the MSL confluence re-305

gion for all ARDTs. For all other variables assessed here, ARDTs show a statistically306

significant difference. This suggests although ARDTs may show similar spatial orienta-307

tions (with slightly different spatial extents) of atmospheric phenomena during ARs, the308

magnitudes of atmospheric conditions for all ARDTs are statistically significantly dif-309
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Figure 4. DJF Non-consensus times composites for atmospheric variables; Potential Vorticity

(grey, white, and red shading) 500 hP temperature (blue white red dashed dot line) and 500 hP

geopotential heights (magenta, grey, brown solid line) [Red square represents the AR region]

ferent from each other (see also supplementary figures). However, the difference in PV310

anomalies for ARDTs did not show any statistical significance for all ARDTs.311

Figure 5. Probability distribution of differences in atmospheric variables for the various

ARDTs between 145oW to 118oW and 25oN to 45oN
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Figure 6. IVT difference plots between ARDTs (shading). Significance computed at 99% (/ ),

95% (//), and 90%(..) confidence intervals using the student t-test.

5 Summary and Discussion312

ARs are proving to be more influential in mid-latitude weather than previously under-313

stood. Previous research (i.e., about 2 decades ago) has looked at the influence of pre-314

cipitation caused by ARs, however, over the last decade, research has shown that ARs315

are not merely associated with precipitation, but also extreme precipitation and some316

heat waves (Liu et al., 2021; O’Brien et al., 2022; Mo et al., 2022). One may argue that317

these effects may not be well represented in all ARDTs, which may be true due to the318

preference for detection. For permissive ARDTs, these signals of extreme precipitation319

may be reduced in composite precipitation data as opposed to restrictive ARDTs. Here,320

we have looked at using different ARDTs which have different levels of permissiveness321

to assess the meteorology behind ARs during landfall. Using single ARDTs could be ben-322

eficial for specific regions based on the method of AR categorization. For instance, Guan323

& Waliser would be good for studies along tropical regions because it is not latitudinally324

filtered (Guan & Waliser, 2015), whereas TECA BARD v1 may not be a good choice325

for tropical regions because of its Gaussian latitudinal filter (O’Brien et al., 2020) used326

to dampen the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and as a result, captures stronger327

ARs as seen in Figure 3, the use of the Mundhenk algorithm may be beneficial for char-328

acterizing ARs specific to time and location since they use a time and spatially varying329

percentile categorization (Mundhenk et al., 2016), the Pan and Lu (2019) algorithm uses330

both a local and global filter to make the capture of ARs in the polar regions more char-331

acteristic of the region due to lower water vapor presence in the region as opposed to other332

parts of the globe where there is substantial water vapor. These different algorithm struc-333

tures and detection mechanisms show the potential difference in frequency, intensity, and334

duration of ARs. So in our work, we use these different ARDTs over a region where they335

all capture ARs and assess the meteorology. The results from composites obtained are336

generally in agreement which suggests that these ARDTs might be capturing the same337

meteorological phenomenon (apparently a midlatitude cyclone) at different phases of its338

evolution. With these findings, we refuse to accept the hypothesis that ARDTs capture339

different meteorological phenomena during landfall over the western coast of CONUS340

using different ARDTs.341

ARDTs have proved to detect different flavors of ARs (Gonzales et al., 2020; Y. Zhou342

et al., 2022). These flavors are mostly a result of what ARDTs classify as ARs. As such343
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we have assessed composites for landfalling ARs and their surrounding meteorological344

phenomena focusing on the DJF season. Four ARDTs are assessed; TECA BARD v1,345

Guan & Waliser, Reid 250 and Mundhenk v3. These ARDTs capture different AR fre-346

quencies (counts) over a landfall region. From the number of counts, we are able to de-347

termine that for specific times, all four ARDTs agree on the presence of an AR in the348

vicinity of landfall (CTs). However, the majority of ARs detected by these ARDTs are349

mostly not in consensus (NCTs). We further assess unique times when only an ARDT350

captures an AR apart from the other ARDTs. Results show that TECA BARD v1, Reid351

250, and Mundhenk v3 ARDTs are mostly in agreement with either one of the four ARDTs,352

however, Guan & Waliser ARDT tends to not be in agreement as much (Table 1). The353

Mundhenk and Reid250 ARDTs show similar results as the Guan & Waliser ARDT with354

a reduction in the frequency and shape of landfalling ARs. Aside from the difference in355

the number of ARs and their respective times of capture, it is observed that there are356

different angles subtended by ARs in the ARDTs (see also Figure A1 and A2). These357

different spatial orientations can be observed directly from the orientations in compos-358

ites. For instance, the region of steepest gradient between the high-pressure and the low-359

pressure systems generally determines the location of the AR. This is consistent Guirguis360

et al. (2019)’s findings that different surface orientations may influence the location and361

orientation of an AR.362

In general, there is an agreement between all ARDTs on the prevailing meteorological363

phenomena during AR landfall, however, the magnitudes and orientations of these me-364

teorological phenomena are statistically different. We demonstrate using composites that,365

there is always a prevailing surface low-pressure along the northwestern bound of the AR366

which tends to form a confluence region. This confluence region coupled with positive367

PV anomalies and a prevalent mid-tropospheric trough serves as a good source of ver-368

tical and horizontal advection for water vapor. Guirguis et al. (2023) show in their work369

the impact of winds at the confluence region and their importance for moisture trans-370

port during different times in the DJF season. We find that during AR events in all ARDTs,371

there is more warmth in the column of intense IVT as compared to the surrounding me-372

teorology which is consistent with the findings of Mo et al. (2022). The intensity of the373

IVT during ARs may depend on the strength of the some variables like the surface pres-374

sure gradients and mid tropospheric PV. Our results show that during CTs, there is higher375

IVT and TCWV, a stronger low-pressure anomaly, higher mid-tropospheric warm tem-376

perature anomaly, and a region of strong positive to negative PV anomaly gradient along377

the landfall region as opposed to the NCTs. These results are consistent with findings378

from Lora et al. (2020) andRutz et al. (2014) which suggests that the meteorology dur-379

ing CTs indicates synoptic conditions that are favorable for strong IVTs. PV on the other380

hand shows consistency in all 4 ARDTs; there is no statistical difference in the PV cap-381

tured in all 4 ARDTs. Guirguis et al. (2019) using self-organizing maps (SOMs) shows382

that the different orientations of the 500 hPa heights could be a result of ENSO effects383

contributing to AR formation and landfall. The prevalence of the anomalous geopoten-384

tial heights also has been identified to be influenced by the 4 Pacific North weather regimes,385

namely, the Alaskan Pacific, Baja Pacific, Canadian Pacific, and Off-shore California Pa-386

cific pressure systems. For the landfall site under consideration, Guirguis et al. (2023)387

show in their paper that all four modes come into play when ARs are prevalent388

To ascertain the significance of the difference between ARDTs, the student’s t-test is com-389

puted on the differences between ARDTs. We observe that during landfall, all ARDTs390

are statistically different from each other. Here, our goal is not to assess the phenomenon391

prior to landfall, however, results from this work point in the direction that, ARDTs could392

have different preceding meteorology like strong or weak atmospheric or oceanic frontal393

systems (Liu et al., 2021), strong confluence winds resulting from different sea level pres-394

sure magnitudes (Payne & Magnusdottir, 2016), and other meteorological phenomena395

which could lead to them identifying different frequencies and even, types of ARs.396
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Assessing the difference between prevailing atmospheric conditions for ARDTs has var-397

ious implications and may lead to a better understanding of what physical processes to398

expect during AR events. Since observations are not able to quantify specifically the mor-399

phology of ARs, ARDTs are a good proxy to identify the point where a region of IVT400

can be classified as an AR, however, the definition of an AR may be subject to location401

and period. For instance, in a changing climate, the threshold for what may be defined402

as an AR that leads to extreme events may change since our threshold for classifying what403

an extreme is may also change. This is also mentioned in the study of O’Brien et al. (2022)404

where they observe that the uncertainty associated with ARDTs dominates that of mod-405

els. Also, in a changing climate where water vapor increases, absolute ARDTs will be-406

come more permissive because the current absolute thresholds may not be a good def-407

inition for an AR. This brings to light questions like (1) Do these ARDTs continue to408

detect ARs associated with similar phenomena as the climate changes? (2) Since ARs409

are often associated with extratropical cyclones (ETCs), how often do ARDTs actually410

capture ETC-induced ARs? This work shows that we are able to observe similarities in411

the prevailing weather patterns during an AR, however, ARDTs may have different mag-412

nitudes associated with their atmospheric composites. This suggests that for any ARDT,413

the effects of ARs leading to extremes will be different and as a result, capturing AR-414

induced extremes may be subject to which ARDT is being analyzed. In light of this, fu-415

ture work will involve assessing landfalling ARs in different locations globally to ascer-416

tain if the prevailing weather patterns would remain the same in all instances.417

Appendix A Supplemental Plots418

Figure A1. Non-Consensus times for land-falling ARs for all ARDTs. TECA BARD v1 (a),

Guan & Waliser (b), Mundhenk (c), Reid 250 (d). Percentages show the ratio of NCTs to the

total AR frequency.
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Figure A2. Consensus times for land-falling ARs for all ARDTs. TECA BARD v1 (a), Guan

& Waliser (b), Mundhenk (c), Reid 250 (d). Percentages show the ratio of CTs to the total AR

frequencies.
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Abstract13

Many atmospheric river detectors (ARDTs) have been developed over the past few decades14

to capture atmospheric rivers (ARs). However, different ARDTs have been observed to15

capture different frequencies, shapes and sizes of ARs. Due to this, many questions in-16

cluding investigating the underlying phenomena for ARs in the ARDTs have been posed.17

In this paper, we assess four different ARDTs and investigate the underlying meteoro-18

logical phenomena during landfalling ARs. We find that during landfalling ARs events,19

there exists a prevalent low-pressure and high-pressure confluence that enhances mois-20

ture influx toward the landfalling site. The strength of the pressure gradient in the con-21

fluence region enhances the influx of the integrated vapor transport. The four ARDTs22

predominantly capture similar atmospheric processes, nonetheless, they have statistically23

different magnitudes.24

Plain Language Summary25

Atmospheric rivers (ARs) are an atmospheric phenomena that is responsible for trans-26

porting water vapor from the warm tropics to the cold polar regions. As they transport,27

they rain out the transported water vapor. Due to their influence on precipitation, re-28

searchers have developed different methods in tracking them. In an attempt to track them,29

it is observed that the different AR identification methods capture different frequencies30

and sizes during AR propagation and landfall. These differences have raised questions31

concerning the prevailing meteorological phenomena during ARs. In this paper, we as-32

sess four ARDTs during landfalling AR events and investigate their prevailing meteo-33

rological phenomena. We find that all four ARDTs predominantly capture similar me-34

teorological phenomena, however, with statistically different magnitudes.35

1 Introduction36

Atmospheric rivers (ARs) are a type of weather phenomenon that is important for mov-37

ing water from the warm, moist tropics to the cool dry polar regions (Zhu & Newell, 1998;38

Guan et al., 2010; M. Dettinger, 2011; F. M. Ralph & Dettinger, 2011; O’Brien et al.,39

2020). ARs are associated with storm tracks and result in extreme winds, and substan-40

tial amounts of precipitation which result in floods and large snow packs (M. D. Det-41

tinger, 2013; M. Dettinger, 2011; Neiman et al., 2008; F. M. Ralph & Dettinger, 2011;42

Payne & Magnusdottir, 2014; Guan et al., 2010). The literature shows that about 40%43

of high precipitation events on the west Indian coast (Dhana Laskhmi & Satyanarayana,44

2020) and ∼70% of heavy precipitation events over South Africa (Blamey et al., 2018)45

are associated with ARs. Over the Western U.S. and other water-stressed areas, weak46

ARs produce beneficial rain and snow that is an important source of freshwater (Guan47

et al., 2010; M. Dettinger, 2011; Rutz & Steenburgh, 2012; Kunkel & Champion, 2019)48

and may be a relief for drought conditions in some regions (M. D. Dettinger, 2013). Over49

the west coast of North America, studies have shown that ARs contribute to precipita-50

tion as much as 15 to 35% over southern California and about 25 to 60% over coastal51

Washington (M. Dettinger, 2011; Rutz et al., 2014; Guan & Waliser, 2015). In summary,52

ARs contribute about 50% of the total annual precipitation over North America (Gershunov53

et al., 2019). Although these AR-induced precipitations sometimes alleviate water stress54

over the region, some of these precipitation events have led to extreme precipitation events.55

(Lamjiri et al., 2017; Barth et al., 2017). In the western United States of America (USA),56

it is projected that the number of AR-induced extreme precipitation events may increase57

whereas the overall frequency of non-AR-related precipitation may decrease (Lavers &58

Villarini, 2015; Williams et al., 2020). Although all other AR-prone regions in the world59

are not spared of these AR-induced extreme events, this work focuses on AR events in60

the northern Pacific basin due to the well-documented impacts once they make landfall61

over the region (Payne & Magnusdottir, 2014; F. M. Ralph et al., 2019).62
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Although the literature shows a clear association between ARs and extreme precipita-63

tion events (Barth et al., 2017; F. M. Ralph et al., 2019), recent studies have started as-64

sociating ARs with extreme heat events. Such events include the summer heat wave event65

over the northwestern coast of North America in 2021 (Mo et al., 2022). In this event,66

there were record-breaking temperatures of about 46 oC. This resulted in heat strokes67

and other heat-related diseases in the region (Mo et al., 2022). Also, an extreme high-68

temperature event recorded over coastal East Antarctica in 1989 has recently been at-69

tributed to AR influx into the region (Turner et al., 2022). Turner et al. (2022) show in70

their findings that “Sustained horizontal warm advection toward the coast of East Antarc-71

tic via an atmospheric river led to the marked warming”.72

The effects associated with ARs have led to a large amount of research on AR frequency,73

intensity, variability, and change (M. Dettinger, 2011; Mundhenk et al., 2016; Lavers &74

Villarini, 2015); others have investigated AR morphology and other aspects of AR evo-75

lution including size, water content, windiness, et cetera (Payne & Magnusdottir, 2015,76

2016; Doiteau et al., 2021). Other research has investigated the correlations between sig-77

natures of ARs and climate model indices (like El- Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)78

and Madden-Julian Oscillation(MJO)) and observed that ENSO modulates the latitude79

of landfalling ARs. Also, most landfalling AR dates occur during El Niño. The MJO is80

shown to modulate the intensity of landfalling ARs, as well as precipitation totals(Payne81

& Magnusdottir, 2014). Payne and Magnusdottir (2014); Neiman et al. (2008) have also82

investigated AR dynamics and have shown that during ARs there is a synoptic scale low83

pressure on the northwestern side and a high pressure on the southeastern side of the84

region of intense IVT characterized as the AR. Also, ARs have been associated with frontal85

boundaries; both oceanic and atmospheric fronts (Xiong & Ren, 2021; Neiman et al., 2008).86

Other research suggests that some ARs form in association with the warm conveyor belt87

of extratropical cyclones and they may not necessarily be associated with just one cy-88

clone but can span the lifetimes of multiple cyclones (Payne & Magnusdottir, 2014). Ryoo89

et al. (2013) found that moisture transport in ARs is somewhat modulated by the sub-90

tropical jet and also the location of the Rossby wave breaking along the west coast of91

North America. In an attempt to understand AR morphology, Payne and Magnusdot-92

tir (2014) have also shown that ARs have an association with Rossby waves. Their find-93

ings also conclude that ARs are modulated by the influence of the tropical on the ex-94

tratropical but their variability is more strongly tied to extratropical dynamics than trop-95

ical dynamics. The co-occurrence of ARs with other phenomena such as Pacific Decadal96

Oscillation (PDO) (Gershunov et al., 2017) and Arctic Multidecadal Oscillations (AMO)97

(Zhang et al., 2021) have been investigated in the literature. One understudied phase98

of these experiments to understand ARs is that most of the various planetary scale phe-99

nomena research was conducted using one ARDT, therefore suggesting that we should100

consider an ensemble of ARDTs to investigate if these findings are true for all ARDTs.101

Studies over the years have looked at different methods to categorize, track, and count102

the number of ARs in the atmosphere at any given time (O’Brien et al., 2020; Inda-Dı́az103

et al., 2021; Guan & Waliser, 2015; Lavers et al., 2012). From region to region, the avail-104

ability of water vapor, wind speeds and direction, geopotential height, jet stream loca-105

tion and phase speeds, vertical profile, and many other meteorological variables may play106

a substantial role in the genesis, evolution, transport, landfall, and breaking of the AR107

(F. Ralph et al., 2013; F. M. Ralph et al., 2004; Bao et al., 2006; Jankov et al., 2009; Guan108

& Waliser, 2015). Scientists have developed different metrics or algorithms for charac-109

terizing ARs using these meteorological variables. Basically, most atmospheric river de-110

tectors (ARDTs) are a set of algorithms that set a threshold on the spatial extent and111

water vapor transport in the troposphere and call them atmospheric river objects. Due112

to the vast number of ARDTs being developed, the Atmospheric Rivers Tracking Method113

Intercomparison Project was started with the aim of collating and investigating the ex-114

perimental designs of various AR algorithms (Rutz et al., 2019a).115
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Since the inception of ARTMIP, many ARDTs have been collated and implemented on116

a specific common dataset for a defined period of time. The ARTMIP project comprises117

two phases (i.e, Tier 1 which uses the Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research118

and Applications (MERRA - 2) as a baseline for comparisons, and Tier 2 which includes119

sensitivity studies designed around specific scientific questions (C. A. Shields et al., 2018;120

O’Brien et al., 2020). Although all these ARDTs use similar datasets, they have differ-121

ent levels of “permissiveness” as to what should be characterized as an AR. This per-122

missiveness leads to differences in their AR frequencies, intensities, duration, and attri-123

bution of high-impact weather and climate events to ARs (C. A. Shields et al., 2018; Lora124

et al., 2020).125

More often than not, AR detection studies use either the integrated water vapor (IWV)126

like Goldenson et al. (2018); Hagos et al. (2015); Kashinath et al. (2021) or the integrated127

vapor transport (IVT) like Leung and Qian (2009); Lora et al. (2017); Mahoney et al.128

(2016) and many others. These variables (IVT and IWV) over the years have been as-129

sessed to know which of them gives a better characteristic for AR detection and attri-130

bution. Junker et al. (2008) and F. Ralph et al. (2013) in their work show that IVT is131

more strongly correlated with cool season precipitation as compared to IWV. IVT also132

penetrates further inland and is spatially co-located with regions of precipitation more133

than IWV. Due to the difference in variable preference and thresholding values for these134

variables (i.e., IVT and IWV), ARDTs capture different frequencies, intensities, and struc-135

tures of ARs. Therefore some researchers clearly state their preference to use IVT as op-136

posed to IWV (Nayak et al., 2014; Rutz et al., 2014).137

Aside from the disparities in IVT or IWV selection and preference based on specific sce-138

narios, the basic idea for AR detection is the use of IVT or IWV thresholds. Some stud-139

ies either use an absolute categorization method – a specific threshold is set for all in-140

stances – or a relative categorization method – the threshold changes based on an event.141

Other ARDTs also use tracking algorithms. In these tracking algorithms, a Lagrangian-142

style detection is used, where ARs are considered as objects being tracked. For instance143

Lavers et al. (2012) use the median IWV percentile as the threshold for categorizing ARs144

over western Europe, Kashinath et al. (2021) use machine learning based on segmenta-145

tion, trained on 500 expert labeled images to track AR associated extreme events. Lora146

et al. (2017) use Integrated Vapor Transport that is 100 kgm−1s−1 above climatolog-147

ical area means for North Pacific as a criterion for categorizing ARs. These and many148

other ways have been used to categorize ARs in literature. Although IVT and IWV are149

the main components of detecting ARs, there are other atmospheric parameters that are150

sometimes coupled with these two due to their supposed influence on the detection al-151

gorithms. In Lora et al. (2017) winds and precipitation are included in their detection152

of ARs. Many of these differences in literature lead to the question: Do all ARDTs ob-153

serve similar weather phenomena when they detect ARs?154

The methods for detecting ARs have proved to be fundamentally consistent with each155

other on what we “normally” classify as an AR (C. A. Shields et al., 2023), however, ARDTs156

capture these AR objects in different frequencies, intensities, shapes, and sizes (Inda-Dı́az157

et al., 2021; C. A. Shields et al., 2018; Rutz et al., 2019b). In this work, we investigate158

the underlying meteorological phenomena that govern a specific set of ARDTs and hy-159

pothesis that different ARDTs capture different meteorological phenomena during AR160

landfall. This hypothesis stems from evidence that different ARDTs capture different161

frequencies (C. A. Shields et al., 2018) of ARs and, as such, may have different weather162

conditions during AR detection for any given ARDT. Also, the intensity of these cap-163

tured ARs would depend on the weather preceding the AR. Therefore, this work seeks164

to characterize the meteorological phenomena associated with four commonly used ARDTs165

and investigate the meteorological phenomena associated with the intensity and frequency166

of the occurrence of the ARs in the specific ARDT over the west coast of the United States.167
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2 Method168

In this work we attempt to identify different weather phenomena that are associated with169

different ARDTs. In so doing, we use specific AR-related variables like potential vortic-170

ity, total column of water vapor, IVT, geopotential heights, temperature, and mean sea171

level pressure. These variables are selected due to their suggested influence on moisture172

transport and general atmospheric circulation (T.-J. Zhou & Yu, 2005; Bao et al., 2006;173

Kim et al., 2019). We focus on the December-February (DJF) period. Climatologically,174

over the west coast of the US, the impacts of ARs that make landfall along the area are175

mostly within this period (Neiman et al., 2008; Payne & Magnusdottir, 2014; F. Ralph176

et al., 2013; Mundhenk et al., 2016).177

2.0.1 Consensus Times (CT) and Non-consensus Times (NCT)178

Figure 1. Map of the west coast of the United States of America. The red box represents the

landfalling AR region selected to show consensus.

To independently select land falling ARs that are representative of the various algorithms,179

a region which is well impacted by ARs (M. Dettinger, 2011; Neiman et al., 2008), is se-180
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lected along the west coast of the Continental United States (CONUS), and the frequency181

of landfalling ARs over the region (red box in Figure 1) are captured. Consensus times182

(CT), which are times where all ARDTs captured ARs are grouped apart from non-consensus183

times (NCT). By definition, these consensus times have the same phenomena for all al-184

gorithms under study since the meteorology at those timesteps is from the same datasets.185

NCTs are days that do not coincide in all four ARDTs. This means there is a proba-186

bility of some days being alike in 2 or 3 algorithms however, they are not recognized as187

CT days because they do not meet the criteria of consensus (that is, all 4 algorithms must188

capture that time).189

2.0.2 Anomaly190

Anomalies (deviations from the climatology) are computed for the NCT ARs using the191

climatologies from the DJF season since the focus of ARs in this study is in that sea-192

son. To compute the climatology, the DJF season (winter) for the entire temporal regime193

is selected and the mean is computed using this sample. Spatial anomalies show the mag-194

nitude of change of a variable from its climatology at a data point. This is computed as195

V̄ =
1

M

J∑
i

Xi {where Xi ∈ NCTs or CTs} (1)

V̄ y =
1

N

J∑
i

Yj {where Yj ∈ DJF in every year} (2)

Vanom = V̄ − V̄ y (3)

where V̄ is the average CT or NCTs captured in an ARDT and V̄ y is the clima-196

tological mean of DJFs every year.197

2.0.3 Bootstrapping198

To test the significance of the anomaly, bootstrapping is used to test the null hypoth-199

esis that all ARDTs capture ARs under the same meteorological phenomena and mag-200

nitude. If the null hypothesis is false, then differences in meteorological composites be-201

tween two ARDTs should be statistically different from zero. We use a bootstrapping202

procedure, described in the next paragraph, to estimate the distribution of differences203

between NCT composites for each grid cell.204

To formulate this bootstrapping test, we do the following. We randomly sample with re-205

placement all timesteps in the datasets and compute the mean over time for every boot-206

strap sample. We repeat this random sampling process for 1000 bootstrap samples. These207

samples are concatenated into one dataset. The bias between the bootstrap (∆ = Xb
1−208

Xb
2, where Xb

1 and Xb
2 represents bootstrapped datasets and ∆ is the difference between209

2 datasets ) samples for the algorithms is computed. This bias, if centered around 0 shows210

that the results between 2 specific algorithms are not statistically different for a specific211

atmospheric variable. However, if the bias between the samples is different from 0, then212

we use the student’s t-test as the test for significance. This process is repeated for all213

variables and all gridcells to check the statistical significance of the phenomena being214

observed.215

3 Data216

We mostly use the ARTMIP database for obtaining the various ARDTs. In this cata-217

log, AR detection algorithms were run using the same dataset for the derived variables,218

IWV and IVT from Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications219
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(MERRA-2)(Gelaro et al., 2017). We consider the Tier 1 ARTMIP data catalog from220

1980 to 2017 (C. A. Shields et al., 2018). Prior to ARTMIP, most AR algorithms used221

different datasets and were for specific regions, however, in ARTMIP Tier 1, the same222

datasets were used and also some algorithms were run for the entire globe (C. A. Shields223

et al., 2018). The ARTMIP catalog contains ARDTs computed on 3-hourly timescales224

and each grid point is tagged using binary indicators (0 for no AR presence and 1 for225

AR presence) (C. A. Shields et al., 2018). The catalog for the datasets can be found in226

C. Shields (2019).227

Here, we focus mainly on 4 algorithms submitted to the ARTMIP Tier 1, that is, the228

Guan & Waliser (Guan & Waliser, 2015), Mundhenk v2 (Mundhenk et al., 2016), TECA229

BARD v1 (O’Brien et al., 2020) and the Reid250 (Reid et al., 2020) algorithms. These230

specific algorithms were chosen because they are all computed using the same variable231

(i.e., IVT, which inculcates the direction of flow in its calculation unlike the IWV which232

is the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere at a specific time) and most importantly,233

they cover the 3 major categories of ARDTs previously discussed: relative, absolute, and234

percentile-time detection.235

To account for the meteorology associated with ARDTs, we consider the European Cen-236

tre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast’s (ECMWF) Reanalysis 5 (ERA5) dataset. We237

select a few of the variables which include the total column of water vapor (TCWV), IVT,238

mean sea level pressure (MSL), potential vorticity at 500 hPa (PV), geopotential heights239

at 500 hPa (GEOPTH) and 500 hPa temperature. These variables are selected based240

on their ability to detect most synoptic scale features that are associated with precip-241

itable water, its transport, and the meteorology that occur during their existence (T.-242

J. Zhou & Yu, 2005; Bao et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2019). These quantities have proven243

to be representative of mid-latitude dynamics and are generally used in mid-latitude stud-244

ies and textbooks (Bluestein, 1992; McIntyre, 2003). Also, past research hints at their245

importance for mid-latitudinal atmospheric transport (McIntyre, 2003). The ERA5 dataset246

has a spatial resolution of 0.25o×0.25o and a temporal resolution of 1 hour with 37 lev-247

els for atmospheric variables with levels. The entire duration of data considered in this248

study is from 1979 to 2017 (Hersbach et al., 2020).249

4 Results250

The results show that there are differences between ARDTs during CTs and NCTs (Ta-251

ble 1). Table 1 shows that TECA BARD v1 (Guan & Waliser) is the most restrictive252

(permissive) ARDT among the four. TECA BARD v1 (Guan & Waliser) has the least253

(highest) fraction of AR counts particular to it. These differences in frequencies are con-254

sistent with C. A. Shields et al. (2018) which reflects that there are differences in AR255

frequencies across ARDTs. Unique times where ARs are captured separately from any256

other ARDT show that TECA BARD is the ARDT in the least disagreement with all257

other ARDTs on what describes an AR. Guan & Waliser is the algorithm with the high-258

est disagreement as compared to other ARDTs. The spatial distribution of these frequen-259

cies can be seen in supplemental figures (SA1 and SA2).260

We investigate some atmospheric variables to observe the spatial orientation of mete-261

orology associated with the CTs of ARs. For CTs, Figures 2 (a) and (b) shows that in262

CTs there are large positive IVT anomalies (∼ > 300 kgm−2s−2), positive TCWV anoma-263

lies with the highest of ∼ 10 kgm−2, and generally warm 500 hP temperature anoma-264

lies (∼ 4K) anomalies along the landfall region. This orientation of column variables is265

coupled with a low-pressure anomaly along the Aleutian low and a 500 hPa trough in266

the geopotential height. The atmospheric orientation shows a strong temperature gra-267

dient which has its low superimposed on the low-pressure anomaly over the Pacific North-268

west (PNW) and the high-temperature anomaly over land.269
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TECA BARD v1 Guan & Waliser Mundhenk v3 Reid 250

Consensus times
(CTs)

279 (42.86%) 279 (9.95%) 279 (21.54%) 279 (21.68%)

Non-consensus
times (NCTs)

379 (57.14%) 2526 (90.05%) 1016 (78.46%) 1008 (78.32%)

Total number of
ARs

658 2805 1295 1287

Unique ARs 9 (1.38%) 1170 (41.71%) 34 (2.63 %) 88 (6.84%)

Table 1. Table showing the algorithms and the number of consensuses, Non-consensus, and

unique ARs and their percentages with respect to the total number of ARs captured in an

ARDT. Text in red represents the most restrictive (Consensus times) and most permissive (Non-

consensus times).

Figure 2. DJF Consensus times composites for atmospheric variables; IVT (grey, white, and

red shading), MSL (magenta, grey, and dark red solid line), TCWV (blue dots) panel (a) and

500 hPa Potential Vorticity (grey, white, and red shading) 500 hPa temperature (blue white

red dashed dot line) and 500 hP geopotential heights (magenta, grey, brown solid line) (b) [Red

square represents the AR region]

Comparatively, the anomalies in the NCTs (Figure 4 and 3) are of smaller magnitudes270

as compared to the CTs (Figure 2). This suggests that all ARDTs are able to capture271

AR frequencies that have pronounced atmospheric conditions. In other words, the more272

extreme an AR is, the higher the possibility that an ARDT may capture it.273

The ARDTs show different orientations of IVT along the landfall region (Figure 3). Un-274

like all other ARDTs, TECA BARD v1 shows a more westerly flow of moisture. All ARDTs275

except TECA BARD v1 have a cut-off of IVT anomaly right around the 0 hPa surface276

pressure anomaly. TECA BARD v1 ARDT tends to capture more IVT within the AR277

column as compared to the other ARDTs. Over the 500 hPa level (Figure 4), the Guan278

& Waliser ARDT shows a cooler mid-column of IVT. The Reid 250 ARDT has the warmest279

mid-tropospheric column of ARs. Although the mid-troposphere for Reid 250 is warm,280

the highest warmth (∼ 4K) is located about 5o east from the landfalling region and also281

further dissociated from the column of high IVT anomaly. TECA BARD however has282

the most elongated column of positive temperature anomaly. This is consistent with the283

results from Mo et al. (2022) who suggest that ARs are associated with tropospheric heat-284

ing. TECA BARD v1 is observed to have an entirely warm column of IVT over the land-285

fall region and over the region of intense IVT anomaly (the AR column). The result from286
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TECA BARD v1 compares well with CT’s atmospheric patterns. This warm layer in TECA BARD287

v1 is accompanied by positive 500 hPa height anomalies that are not observed in any288

of the ARDTs. The surface low-pressure anomaly (Figure 3) located on the Northwest289

of the landfall region for all ARDTs shows a corresponding upper-level (500 hPa) neg-290

ative geopotential anomaly (Figure 4) in all ARDT.291

Figure 3. DJF Non-consensus times composites for atmospheric variables; IVT (grey, white,

and red shading), MSL (magenta, grey, and dark red solid line), TCWV (blue dots) [Red square

represents the AR region]

Over the landfalling region, we assess the difference in magnitudes of composites in Fig-292

ure 5. Values of IVT and TCWV for TECA BARD v1 are higher at the landfall site as293

compared to all other ARDTs, hence, the positive displacement of the PDF for any ARDT294

and TECA BARD v1 difference. PV differences show that for all ARDTs, there is sub-295

stantial instability which is observed in the positive PV anomalies. This implies there296

is expansion in the air column (warmth) and potential for rotation along the landfall re-297

gion. TECA BARD v1 tends to have the highest instability and rotation in the PV field.298

At the 500 hPa heights (Z plots), TECA BARD v1 which has the warmest area within299

the landfall region also has the highest heights when compared with all other ARDTs.300

The differences in the various magnitudes of composites for the ARDTs suggest that the301

differences are statistically significant for each ARDT. Figure 6 shows the significance302

plot for IVT between the ARDTs as the shading and the significance at 90%, 95%, and303

99% levels. Over AR and landfalling region, there are statistically significant differences304

between all ARDTs. These differences are more pronounced in the MSL confluence re-305

gion for all ARDTs. For all other variables assessed here, ARDTs show a statistically306

significant difference. This suggests although ARDTs may show similar spatial orienta-307

tions (with slightly different spatial extents) of atmospheric phenomena during ARs, the308

magnitudes of atmospheric conditions for all ARDTs are statistically significantly dif-309
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Figure 4. DJF Non-consensus times composites for atmospheric variables; Potential Vorticity

(grey, white, and red shading) 500 hP temperature (blue white red dashed dot line) and 500 hP

geopotential heights (magenta, grey, brown solid line) [Red square represents the AR region]

ferent from each other (see also supplementary figures). However, the difference in PV310

anomalies for ARDTs did not show any statistical significance for all ARDTs.311

Figure 5. Probability distribution of differences in atmospheric variables for the various

ARDTs between 145oW to 118oW and 25oN to 45oN
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Figure 6. IVT difference plots between ARDTs (shading). Significance computed at 99% (/ ),

95% (//), and 90%(..) confidence intervals using the student t-test.

5 Summary and Discussion312

ARs are proving to be more influential in mid-latitude weather than previously under-313

stood. Previous research (i.e., about 2 decades ago) has looked at the influence of pre-314

cipitation caused by ARs, however, over the last decade, research has shown that ARs315

are not merely associated with precipitation, but also extreme precipitation and some316

heat waves (Liu et al., 2021; O’Brien et al., 2022; Mo et al., 2022). One may argue that317

these effects may not be well represented in all ARDTs, which may be true due to the318

preference for detection. For permissive ARDTs, these signals of extreme precipitation319

may be reduced in composite precipitation data as opposed to restrictive ARDTs. Here,320

we have looked at using different ARDTs which have different levels of permissiveness321

to assess the meteorology behind ARs during landfall. Using single ARDTs could be ben-322

eficial for specific regions based on the method of AR categorization. For instance, Guan323

& Waliser would be good for studies along tropical regions because it is not latitudinally324

filtered (Guan & Waliser, 2015), whereas TECA BARD v1 may not be a good choice325

for tropical regions because of its Gaussian latitudinal filter (O’Brien et al., 2020) used326

to dampen the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and as a result, captures stronger327

ARs as seen in Figure 3, the use of the Mundhenk algorithm may be beneficial for char-328

acterizing ARs specific to time and location since they use a time and spatially varying329

percentile categorization (Mundhenk et al., 2016), the Pan and Lu (2019) algorithm uses330

both a local and global filter to make the capture of ARs in the polar regions more char-331

acteristic of the region due to lower water vapor presence in the region as opposed to other332

parts of the globe where there is substantial water vapor. These different algorithm struc-333

tures and detection mechanisms show the potential difference in frequency, intensity, and334

duration of ARs. So in our work, we use these different ARDTs over a region where they335

all capture ARs and assess the meteorology. The results from composites obtained are336

generally in agreement which suggests that these ARDTs might be capturing the same337

meteorological phenomenon (apparently a midlatitude cyclone) at different phases of its338

evolution. With these findings, we refuse to accept the hypothesis that ARDTs capture339

different meteorological phenomena during landfall over the western coast of CONUS340

using different ARDTs.341

ARDTs have proved to detect different flavors of ARs (Gonzales et al., 2020; Y. Zhou342

et al., 2022). These flavors are mostly a result of what ARDTs classify as ARs. As such343
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we have assessed composites for landfalling ARs and their surrounding meteorological344

phenomena focusing on the DJF season. Four ARDTs are assessed; TECA BARD v1,345

Guan & Waliser, Reid 250 and Mundhenk v3. These ARDTs capture different AR fre-346

quencies (counts) over a landfall region. From the number of counts, we are able to de-347

termine that for specific times, all four ARDTs agree on the presence of an AR in the348

vicinity of landfall (CTs). However, the majority of ARs detected by these ARDTs are349

mostly not in consensus (NCTs). We further assess unique times when only an ARDT350

captures an AR apart from the other ARDTs. Results show that TECA BARD v1, Reid351

250, and Mundhenk v3 ARDTs are mostly in agreement with either one of the four ARDTs,352

however, Guan & Waliser ARDT tends to not be in agreement as much (Table 1). The353

Mundhenk and Reid250 ARDTs show similar results as the Guan & Waliser ARDT with354

a reduction in the frequency and shape of landfalling ARs. Aside from the difference in355

the number of ARs and their respective times of capture, it is observed that there are356

different angles subtended by ARs in the ARDTs (see also Figure A1 and A2). These357

different spatial orientations can be observed directly from the orientations in compos-358

ites. For instance, the region of steepest gradient between the high-pressure and the low-359

pressure systems generally determines the location of the AR. This is consistent Guirguis360

et al. (2019)’s findings that different surface orientations may influence the location and361

orientation of an AR.362

In general, there is an agreement between all ARDTs on the prevailing meteorological363

phenomena during AR landfall, however, the magnitudes and orientations of these me-364

teorological phenomena are statistically different. We demonstrate using composites that,365

there is always a prevailing surface low-pressure along the northwestern bound of the AR366

which tends to form a confluence region. This confluence region coupled with positive367

PV anomalies and a prevalent mid-tropospheric trough serves as a good source of ver-368

tical and horizontal advection for water vapor. Guirguis et al. (2023) show in their work369

the impact of winds at the confluence region and their importance for moisture trans-370

port during different times in the DJF season. We find that during AR events in all ARDTs,371

there is more warmth in the column of intense IVT as compared to the surrounding me-372

teorology which is consistent with the findings of Mo et al. (2022). The intensity of the373

IVT during ARs may depend on the strength of the some variables like the surface pres-374

sure gradients and mid tropospheric PV. Our results show that during CTs, there is higher375

IVT and TCWV, a stronger low-pressure anomaly, higher mid-tropospheric warm tem-376

perature anomaly, and a region of strong positive to negative PV anomaly gradient along377

the landfall region as opposed to the NCTs. These results are consistent with findings378

from Lora et al. (2020) andRutz et al. (2014) which suggests that the meteorology dur-379

ing CTs indicates synoptic conditions that are favorable for strong IVTs. PV on the other380

hand shows consistency in all 4 ARDTs; there is no statistical difference in the PV cap-381

tured in all 4 ARDTs. Guirguis et al. (2019) using self-organizing maps (SOMs) shows382

that the different orientations of the 500 hPa heights could be a result of ENSO effects383

contributing to AR formation and landfall. The prevalence of the anomalous geopoten-384

tial heights also has been identified to be influenced by the 4 Pacific North weather regimes,385

namely, the Alaskan Pacific, Baja Pacific, Canadian Pacific, and Off-shore California Pa-386

cific pressure systems. For the landfall site under consideration, Guirguis et al. (2023)387

show in their paper that all four modes come into play when ARs are prevalent388

To ascertain the significance of the difference between ARDTs, the student’s t-test is com-389

puted on the differences between ARDTs. We observe that during landfall, all ARDTs390

are statistically different from each other. Here, our goal is not to assess the phenomenon391

prior to landfall, however, results from this work point in the direction that, ARDTs could392

have different preceding meteorology like strong or weak atmospheric or oceanic frontal393

systems (Liu et al., 2021), strong confluence winds resulting from different sea level pres-394

sure magnitudes (Payne & Magnusdottir, 2016), and other meteorological phenomena395

which could lead to them identifying different frequencies and even, types of ARs.396
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Assessing the difference between prevailing atmospheric conditions for ARDTs has var-397

ious implications and may lead to a better understanding of what physical processes to398

expect during AR events. Since observations are not able to quantify specifically the mor-399

phology of ARs, ARDTs are a good proxy to identify the point where a region of IVT400

can be classified as an AR, however, the definition of an AR may be subject to location401

and period. For instance, in a changing climate, the threshold for what may be defined402

as an AR that leads to extreme events may change since our threshold for classifying what403

an extreme is may also change. This is also mentioned in the study of O’Brien et al. (2022)404

where they observe that the uncertainty associated with ARDTs dominates that of mod-405

els. Also, in a changing climate where water vapor increases, absolute ARDTs will be-406

come more permissive because the current absolute thresholds may not be a good def-407

inition for an AR. This brings to light questions like (1) Do these ARDTs continue to408

detect ARs associated with similar phenomena as the climate changes? (2) Since ARs409

are often associated with extratropical cyclones (ETCs), how often do ARDTs actually410

capture ETC-induced ARs? This work shows that we are able to observe similarities in411

the prevailing weather patterns during an AR, however, ARDTs may have different mag-412

nitudes associated with their atmospheric composites. This suggests that for any ARDT,413

the effects of ARs leading to extremes will be different and as a result, capturing AR-414

induced extremes may be subject to which ARDT is being analyzed. In light of this, fu-415

ture work will involve assessing landfalling ARs in different locations globally to ascer-416

tain if the prevailing weather patterns would remain the same in all instances.417

Appendix A Supplemental Plots418

Figure A1. Non-Consensus times for land-falling ARs for all ARDTs. TECA BARD v1 (a),

Guan & Waliser (b), Mundhenk (c), Reid 250 (d). Percentages show the ratio of NCTs to the

total AR frequency.
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Figure A2. Consensus times for land-falling ARs for all ARDTs. TECA BARD v1 (a), Guan

& Waliser (b), Mundhenk (c), Reid 250 (d). Percentages show the ratio of CTs to the total AR

frequencies.
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